K-5 SEGMENT OVERVIEW

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SPANISH

uDo! uLearn!
Let students experience the wonder of science—
the doing, questioning, and digging.
California Elevate Science supports
teaching the CA NGSS and Performance
Expectations. Students investigate
phenomena, engineer solutions,
and demonstrate their understanding.
Three-dimensional learning
connects science knowledge
with science ”doing.”

ALSO AVAILABLE
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Investigate
Inquire about local, relevant phenomena
through the lens of three-dimensional learning.

Engineer
Experience coherent learning progressions
as you design and engineer new solutions.

emonstrate

iency in CCCs, SEPs, and DCIs
formance-based outcomes.
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Three-Dimensional Learning

California Elevate Science engages students
in phenomena through the three dimensions
of of the CA NGSS. This coherent K-8 curriculum
creates a tight learning progression that
ensures student success on the CAST.
California Elevate Science uses relevant
The SEPs are the driving factor in
local interests to build on what students
creating an active learning environment
know, encourages them to ask questions,
within California Elevate Science.
Students
answer questions and solve
and challenges them to solve real-world
problems through phenomena-based,
problems. This is illustrated through a
real-world scenarios. Necessary tools are
series of Instructional Segments called
incorporated for students to experience firsthand open inquiry like a scientist and engineer.
California Spotlights.

Scientific
and Engineering
Practices

Crosscutting
Concepts
California Elevate Science teaches
students to think through crosscutting concepts like a scientist.
Students observe phenomenon and
begin to question if it is a single event
or part of a larger cycle. This is achieved
through numerous experiences within
the California storylines, project-based
learning activities, and numerous
labs found in the program.

Phenomena
Phenomena is the heart of a
student’s science experience
in California Elevate Science.
It immerses students in threedimensional learning through
storylines and real-world
scenarios.

Strong Vertical Articulation
Look for the Learning Progressions Chart at the
beginning of each topic in the Teacher Edition to see
what students should know, what they are learning,
and how they will apply skills in the future.
4
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Disciplinary
Core Ideas
California Elevate Science incorporates the
DCIs to better prepare students for college
and career readiness. Through the
embedded application of DCIs, students
develop understanding to the depth
and breadth of scientific and
engineering experiences.

Engineer
Investigate

Unpacking an Instructional Segment
Anchoring Phenomenon
•
•
•
•
•

Features California phenomena
Ask Questions
Identify the Problem
Investigate Possible Solutions
Communicate Proposed Solutions

Investigative Phenomenon
• Bundle

of related performance
expectations
• Create relevant learning experiences
• Students “figure it out” through
problem-based learning experiences

Everyday Phenomenon
• Reflects

the three dimensions of
the CA NGSS
• Weaves together content,
process, and application
• 5E Lessons
• Hands-on experiences

Revisit the Anchoring
Phenomenon
•
•

California Spotlight

Topics

Lessons

Topics

Lessons

Lessons

California Spotlight

Present evidence
Communicate solutions

Next Generation Science Standards for California Public Schools, Kindergarten through Grade Twelve (CA NGSS),”
by the California Department of Education. Copyright © California Department of Education. Used by permission.
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Anchoring Phenomenon
California Elevate Science Segments begin with an Anchoring
Phenomenon that’s relevant to students’ lives.

Californiaon
Spotlight
Spotlight
the
Anchoring Phenomenon
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Investigate

How can we learn about
animals, plants, and Earth
from the past to the present?
Explore It
Look at the picture. What do you observe? What
questions do you have about the phenomenon? Write
your observations and questions in the space below.

Answers will vary.

Teachers can utilize
online slide decks
and the Spotlight
on the Anchoring
Phenomonon
to introduce
the Anchoring
Phenomenon while
students engage
in inquiry.

1
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California Spotlight
The California Spotlights facilitate the productive struggle students
will experience as they identify the problem, conduct an investigation,
and communicate a solution.

California Spotlight

Californ

Instructional Segment 3

Identify the Problem
based on information
provided in the
California Spotlight
introduction and
through student
discourse.

3-LS4-3

Guiding Questions
• How does the environment
affect living organisms?
• How do organisms’ traits
help them survive in different
environments?
• What happens to organisms
when the environment
changes?

Before the Topics

Identify the Problem

What Happened
to California’s Big
California Spotlight
Mammals?

Topics
4 Adaptations and Survival
5 Fossil Evidence

La Brea
Today, Rancho
Los
is in an area of
nia.
or
lif
Angeles, Ca

Californ

Phenomenon In Hancock Park in Los Angeles, a
sticky black material called asphalt forms smelly,
bubbling pools on the ground. It is so sticky that
insects, worms, and other small animals can
become trapped in it on warm days. These pools,
called the La Brea tar pits, are what’s left of an
asphalt mine that occupied this land during the
1800s when it was called Rancho La Brea.
Between 50,000 and 11,000 years ago, asphalt
pools trapped many different plants and
animals here, preserving their remains.

map
area

Los Angeles
County
La Brea
Tar Pits

PACIFIC
OCEAN
This is a small bubb
ling pool of asphalt
at the La
Brea tar pits in Lo
s Angeles, Californ
ia.
138
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Investigate

Revisit the Anchoring Phenomenon

Conduct an Investigation
Now that you have studied the topics in
this segment, you can complete the activity.

Interactions at the Tar Pits
When saber-toothed cats were alive,
this region appeared much different
Ground sloths found at the
tar pits were
almost two meters (about
than today. Some mammals, such as the
six feet) tall.
mammoth and ground sloth, ate plants.
Other mammals, like the dire wolf and saber-toothed
cat, hunted together and ate other animals. Many birds,
including the golden eagle, also ate animals.

Revisit the Anchoring
Phenomenon
and Conduct an
Investigation using
information learned
within Investigative
Phenomenon Topics.

Analyze a Phenomenon About 90 percent of bone fossils
found at the La Brea tar pits came from animals that ate
other animals. Why do you think this is true?

Sample answer: I think that cats or other meateaters would get trapped in the tar pits when
trying to eat the plant-eaters that were trapped.

Changed Environment
The fossil record suggests that as the conditions of the
region changed, the environment did too. As temperatures
warmed, the environment became drier. The California
juniper, an ancient plant species, adapted to having less
water and is still found in California today. Some animal
species, such as the coyote and weasel, were able to adapt.
But many animal species, including the mammoth,
western horse, and saber-toothed cat could not survive the
environmental changes. Some of these extinct species are
similar to animals of today. They have slightly different
traits that help them survive in the changed environment.
78

California Spotlight Instructional Segment 3
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Revisit the Anchoring Phenomenon
Each Instructional Segment explores different aspects of the
Anchoring Phenomenon and closes with an opportunity to
synthesize evidence and explain ideas.

Similar Animal Pairs
Research and compare an extinct animal
found in the La Brea tar pits and a similar
modern animal. Find evidence of why
some animals could have survived the
change in California’s environment after
the last Ice Age and others did not.
Use the graphic organizer to record your
findings.

This is a model of a Colum
bian mammoth
at the La Brea tar pits in
Los Angeles,
California.

Extinct Animal from
the Ice Age

80
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Similar Modern
Animal

Animal
name

Sample answer:
Columbian
mammoth

Sample answer:
Asian elephant

Description
of animal
traits

Sample answer:

Sample answer:

• over four meters tall
(14 ft)

• almost three meters
tall (10 ft)

• weighed almost
10,000 kg (about
22,000 lbs)

• weighed almost
4,500 kg (about
9,000 lbs)

• had two large tusks
that were almost five
meters long (16 ft)

• females do not have
tusks; only some
males have tusks

• evidence suggests
mammoths lived in
herds

• modern elephants
live in herds

California Spotlight Instructional Segment 3
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Investigate

Revisit the Anchoring Phenomenon

California Spotlight

Communicate a Solution

Communicate
a Solution
in response
to data and evidence
collected.

SEP Communicate Make a poster that describes how differences in
one or more traits of similar animals could have led some of them
to extinction while others survived. Then, present and compare
your poster to those of your classmates.
CCC Patterns Are there patterns in how the traits of extinct
animal species compare to similar traits of species that survived
the last ice age? Explain.

Sample answer: Animal species living today usually
have smaller bodies than the similar animal species
that became extinct.

CCC Cause and Effect Why do you think that your extinct animal
was not able to survive as the environment changed?

Sample answer: The Columbian mammoth was
not able to survive the increased warmth in its
environment.

California Spotlight Instructional Segment 3

81
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Problem-Based Learning
The Quest PBL challenge supports understanding of the
Investigative Phenomenon to encourage open-ended inquiry.

PBL
Quest Kickoff
launches the problembased challenge,
engaging the student
in the investigative
phenomenon featured
in the topic.

Quest
Check-In
connects student
learning within the
lesson to the problembased challenge.

Written in Stone
What can you find out from fossils?
en,
ere! I am Tanya Hayd
ssil hunter. My team
paleontologist and fo
om different digs.
has collected fossils fr
ed
els got mixed up. I ne
Unfortunately, the lab
t where the fossils
your help to figure ou
came from.
fossil.
you will look at each
Like a paleontologist,
ssils
at you know about fo
Then you will use wh
one came from.
to decide where each
lete
rn how you will comp
Follow this path to lea
u
t activities will help yo
the Quest. The Ques
your
f
successfully. Check of
complete the Quest
when you complete an
progress on the path
line for
OFF . Go on
activity with a QUEST CHECK
.
more Quest activities

Figure It Out Hello th

Check-In
Lesson 1
Gather clues from
fossils.
CA Next Generation Science Standards
3-LS4-1 Analyze and interpret data from fossils to provide evidence of the
organisms
and the
which they lived long ago.
48 Topic
2 environments
Changes inin Matter
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Investigate

It opens the door for local to global scaffolded explorations
while students present solutions to the original challenge using
claim-evidence-reasoning.



VIDEO

Watch a video
about fossils.

Student
“Figure It Out”
Check-In Lab
Lesson 2
Use what you have
learned to match
fossils to possible
dig sites.

Check-In
Lesson 2
Compare fossils to
similar organisms
that live today.

Quest Findings
Students present
solutions to the
original challenge
using the evidence
at the end of a topic.

Findings
Use the evidence you
collected to make
a hypothesis about
where fossils
come from.

Quest PBL

49
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The 5E Instructional Model
The consistent, easy-to-follow 5E Instructional Model
ensures success as students explore Everyday
Phenomena. Students do science, engage in
discourse, gather evidence, document
reasoning, and propose solutions.

ENGAGE
•

•

Phenomena Interactions
º Observable
º Hands-on
º Digital
Science Notebooking Activities

Start here

ENGAGE

EVALUATE
• Formative
•

Assessments
with Remediation Activities
Rubrics

EVALUATE
Short on Time?
No worries! We have built in an
alternate route. Just look for the
yellow clock in the lesson planner to
ensure you teach science content
in less time.
14
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Investigate

EXPLORE
EXPLORE
•
•
•
•
•

uInvestigate Labs
Interactivities
Virtual Labs
Science Notebooking Activities
Visual Literacy Activities

EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN and
ELABORATE
• Interactive

ELABORATE

Model It,
Question It, Design It
• Quest Interactivities, Labs,
and Check-Ins
• Hands-on Labs
• Focus on Mastery Activities
• Science Notebooking Activities
• Enrichment Activities

15

It’s the Science of Doing!
California Elevate Science immerses students in anchoring,
investigative, and everyday phenomena to support
three-dimensional learning and the science of “doing.”
Look for these key features:

California
Spotlig
Spotlig
ht on
the ht
Anchoring Phenomenon

Spotlight on the Anchoring Phenomenon

1

• Begins

each instructional segment
• Introduces local California Phenomena
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Topic 3

2

Life Cycles
and Tra its
Investigative Phenomenon
How are an organism’s
traits related to its
environment?

See. Think. Wonder.

for California Public Schools
CA Next Generation Science Standards
diverse life cycles but all
that organisms have unique and
3-LS1-1 Develop models to describe
and death.
have in common birth, growth, reproduction,
and animals have traits
to provide evidence that plants
3-LS3-1 Analyze and interpret data
a group of similar organisms.
variation of these traits exists in
inherited from parents and that
influenced by the
the explanation that traits can be
3-LS3-2 Use evidence to support
environment.

an understanding:
Concepts Students should be developing
Environmental Principles and
to the growth of human
changes to natural systems due
EP&CIIa “that direct and indirect
extent, composition,
rates influence the geographic
populations and their consumption
of natural systems.”
biological diversity, and viability
that are required for their
proceed through cycles and processes
EP&CIIIa “that natural systems
functioning.”
that are required for their
proceed through cycles and processes
EP&CIIIc “that natural systems
functioning.”

4
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Topic 3 Life Cycles and Traits

Topic 3 Life Cycles and Traits
h/DKS_19-12-2018/Final

18/Final

Investigative Phenomena
• “Figure

out” the Anchoring
Phenomenon through exploration
• Students connect what they see,
what they know, and what questions
need answering.
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u Connect Lab

3

Which seeds are
from the same plan

uConnect Lab

HANDS-ON LAB
3-LS3-1, SEP.4

t?

Materials
• ruler
• assorted seeds
• graph paper

Scientists collect, analyze,
and interpret data to
help
develop an argument
for how to group organisms
. How
can you develop an argument
based on evidence for
which seeds are from
the same type of plant?

Do not taste.

Procedure

• Engages

students to the Investigative Phenomenon
• Quick and easy lab set-up

1. Make a plan for how
you will collect, analyze,
and
interpret data about
the seeds. Use the materials
.
Show your plan to your
teacher before you begin.
2. Record your observatio
ns in a table on a separate
sheet of paper.

Science Practice
Scientists

analyze data

to find
relationships
among things.

Analyze and Interpret Data

3. SEP Interpret Data
How many different types
of seeds
were in your sample?

4. SEP Use Evidence
How did you know which
seeds were
from the same plant?

PBL


STEM

Design a

_T03_UCON_LC.indd

EP&CIIIc “that human practices can alter the
cycles and

8 2/21/19 9:29 AM user
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Check-In
Lesson 2

Check-In Lab
Lesson 1

Explore how animals
can blend into their
environments.

Look at information
about an environment.
Analyze what kinds of
animals can
live there.

processes that operate within natural systems.”

Findings
Complete the Quest! Draw
or describe a plant or
animal that would likely
survive in the mystery
environment.

Quest PBL

9
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Give advice to the set
designer about how to grow
the best plants.

you
In this problem-based learning activity,
will
will learn about the mysterious place. You
the
investigate how the environment affects
help the
things that live there, and what traits
living things survive. You can help me describe
found.
be
would
animals
or
plants
of
what kinds

ELS20_SE03_CA_ELV_T03_QPBA.indd Page

Page 6 2/21/19 7:56
PM f-0283-new

_Elementary/NA/SE/EL

Check-In

ecologist. I have been contacted by a movie
company. They want help to design animals
and plants that would live in a mystery location.

more Quest activities.

Topic 3 Life Cycles and
Traits

Lesson 3

an
Figure It Out Greetings! I am Rida Ai,

CA Next Generation Science Standards
3-LS1-1 Develop models to describe that
organisms have unique and diverse life cycles
but all
have in common birth, growth, reproduction,
and death.
3-LS3-1 Analyze and interpret data to provide
evidence that plants and animals have traits
inherited from parents and that variation of
these traits exists in a group of similar organisms.
3-LS3-2 Use evidence to support the explanation
that traits can be influenced by the environment.
Environmental Principles and Concepts
Students should be developing an understanding:
EP&CIIa “that direct and indirect changes
to natural systems due to the growth of human
populations and their consumption rates influence
the geographic extent, composition, biological
diversity, and viability of natural systems.”
EP&CIIIa “that natural systems proceed through
cycles and processes that are required for
their
functioning.”

6
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How are living things suited to their
environments?

Follow the path to learn how you will
in
complete the Quest. The Quest activities
the lessons will help you complete the
Quest! Check off your progress on the
path when you complete an activity
with a QUEST CHECK OFF . Go online for

VIDEO

Watch a video
about an ecologist.

Mystery Creatur e

CALIFORNIA ELEVATE SCIENCE

Quest PBL

Presents a problem-based learning
activity to “Figure it out” with hands-on
and digital experiences.

Experience IT!
HANDS-ON LAB

u Investigate Lab

3-LS1-1, SEP.2

s
How are life cycle
t?
similar and differen

5

organisms are alike
te to find out how
Scientists investiga
you compare life cycles?
different. How can

Everyday Phenomena

Procedure

Suggested
Materials

and

• scissors
• glue
• construction
paper
• yarn
• modeling clay

how life cycles
Cycles sheet to observe

1. Use the Life
.
are alike and different
a model
Plan a way to make
2. SEP Develop Models
different.
cycles are alike and
that shows how life
both plants
the materials. Include
You can use any of
model.
and animals in your
begin.
you
to your teacher before
3. Show your plan

• Hands-on
•

Materials
• Life Cycles sheet

open inquiry experiences
Promotes productive student discourse

Be careful
with scissors.

Scientists

use models

to describe
phenomena.

your model,
After you complete
4. SEP Use Models
similarities
group. Discuss the
trade with another
models show.
life cycles that the
and differences in

Analyze and Interpret

Download
Editable
Labs
Online

Science Practice

Data

your model and
Models How does
5. CCC Systems and
are alike?
show that life cycles
the other group's model
different?
that life cycles are
How do they show

Lesson 1 Life Cycles

11
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VIDEO

Watch a video
about genetic
engineering of

A Fruitful Change

plants.

helps to build? Most people
you think an engineer
Phenomenon What do
But some
such as bridges or towers.
probably think of big projects
engineering is a way of
too small to see. Genetic
engineers make things
In medicine, genetic
the traits of an organism.
using technology to change
to help people
to make different vaccines
engineering can be used
engineering to make
scientists have used genetic
survive. In agriculture,
so that they can
They have modified plants
slowly.
more
ripen
fruits that
that are bigger and
They have made tomatoes
resist pests that eat them.
has
last longer. Genetic engineering
many useful purposes.

28
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Traits
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Engineering and Design
• Engineering

and Design Process
embedded in each topic
• Extension activities developed in
partnership with littleBits

 Evidence-Based Assessment
The chart shows information about traits in a family of cats.
Look at the chart, and then answer the questions.

Mother

7

Robust Assessments
• Formative,

Summative, and Performance-based
assessments available in each topic
• Evidence-Based Assessment and uDemonstrate
PBAs present new scenarios and new settings
to apply understanding.

Father

u Demonstrate Lab
Materials

How can you use evidence
to support that a trait is
inherited?

• Nests Sheet

Science Practice

Kitten 1

Kitten 2

Kitten 3

Kitten 4

Scientists

analyze data 1. Infer What can you infer about fur color in this family

Phenomenon Ecologists collect data from nature to analyze.
How can you analyze the data to show that offspring inherit
traits from their parents?

to provide
evidence for
phenomena.

Write a Procedure

of cats?
A. Fur color is determined by the environment.
B. Fur color is random and cannot be predicted.
C. Fur color does not change when it is inherited.

1. Look at the Nests Sheet. What information can you
observe about each type of bird?

D. Fur color is a trait that is inherited and can vary.
2. CCC Patterns Describe the pattern of traits you can
observe in this family.

2. Choose one trait to investigate. How can you collect
evidence about inheritance and variation of traits
from the data on the Nests Sheet?

40

3. Use the Nests Sheet to complete the table.

Topic 3 Life Cycles and Traits
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Trait studied:
Year

Turkey vulture

American robin

Grey partridge

1
2
3
4
42
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ng Phenomenon

Revisit the Anchori

gation

Conduct an Investi

studied the topic
Now that you have
activity.
can complete the

in this segment, you

ation
SEP Obtain Inform

that lives
one plant or one animal
With a partner, research
that show a
l Park. Look for pictures
in Joshua Tree Nationa
parent. Analyze
ms from the same
group of young organis
s of the same species
Compare member
at least four photos.

8

to each other.
Then,

• describe the life cycle.
similarities
• identify at least two
the organisms.
you observe among
differences
• identify at least two
the organisms.
you observe among

in Joshua Tree
l cacti live
California barre
National Park.

The giant hairy scorpion can be seen during
the nighttime in Joshua Tree National Park.

California Spotlight

44

l mammal
rat is a smal Park.
kangaroo
nal
Merriam’s
Tree Natio
in Joshua
also lives

Instructional Segment

that

Revisit the Anchoring Phenomenon
• Concludes

the segment and connecting
topics to demonstrate understanding
• Students design a solution to local and
relevant phenomenon

2

/Final
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STEM/STEAM Innovation and Design
California Elevate Science engages and empowers all
students to be the world’s next generation of inventors,
explorers, and innovators by inspiring a restless curiosity
and craving for exploration.
3-5-ETS1-1

Model

Reb ui ld in g D in osau rs

VIDEO



Watch a video
about how
scientists use x-rays
to study fossils.

t the body of a fossil
ne would like to see wha
Phenomenon Everyo
sil that shows a whole
fos
a
find
to
rare
like. It is
organism really looked
found. Even with a
be
ht
es or trace fossils mig
be
body. Only a few bon
fossil organisms will not
charac teristics of the
fossils do not
complete fossil, many
But
.
urs
osa
din
ut
we know a lot abo
known. For example,
urs were.
r most kinds of dinosa
give clues to what colo
that can infer 3-D
. They write programs
• Follow the ProCom
puter engineers can help
ss
ce
ided design, or
er-a
put
g
com
fossils. They use
Engineerin
m
models from incomplete
of
del what an organis
s D. The CAD program produces a possible moin layers of plastic.
blemCA
ro
P
e
n
del
efi
mo
D
the
•
n a 3-D printer makes
ld
nsked like. The
lutioloo
and Science How cou
• Develop So CCC Influence of Engineering, Technology,
onsbuild a model from the smaller
olutiyou
• Optimize S
anism?
fossilized par ts of an org
h a par tner.
Discuss your ideas wit

70

e
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Engineer

Exclusive littleBits Partnership
littleBits™ has joined forces with California
Elevate Science to power student
engagement with color-coded, electronic
bits. Students explore, design, and build
innovative ideas. littleBits extension
activities correlate to uEngineer It activities
to apply the Engineering Design Process.

“GOOD IDEA” SIGN
HAVE YOUR FUN AND BE CONSIDERATE TOO

FLORIDA NGSSS

SC.3.N.1.1

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
PRACTICE

Constructing
Explanations and
Designing Solutions
CROSSCUTTING
CONCEPT

Energy and Matter:
Flows, Cycles, and
Conservation
TOPIC AND LESSON

Topic 5: Living Things and
Their Environments
Lesson 4: Survival When
Environments Change

WHAT’S THE SCENARIO?

In the uEngineer It!, your students created a
nature park, now let’s help people respect
the space. Their challenge is to design an
activation system that displays a “good idea”
sign to park visitors.

STEM INVENTION MATERIALS

MOVE IT!

• Construction/colored/cardstock paper
• Markers/drawing materials
• Tape/glue
• Scissors

GENERATING

OVERVIEW
LESSON OBJECTIVES

PRIOR TO THE CHALLENGE

Students will:
• Brainstorm environmental conservation
concerns to protect a nature park.
• Engineer a “good idea” sign that captures
people’s attention when triggered in the
park.

• No additional preparation necessary.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY TIME (45 MIN)

• Explore (10 min)
• Build (30 min)
• Reflect (5 min)

FACILITATOR TIPS

• Group Work: NGSS
In this activity, consider
“DesignatingMS-PS2
Jobs” within
student groups.WHAT’S THE SCENA
.1
RIO?
Some possible
roles to consider are Materials
In the uEngineer
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEE
RING
Technician, Artist/Scribe,
Builder,
and understanding It!, students applied their
PRACTICE
of force and motion
Presenter. Developing and
shock absorbers
to
Using
on cars. Now, let’s
Model
students demon
• See the “Guided ors Open-ended? You Know
strate their unders have
tanding
Your Classroom
Best!”
section below forof Newton’s Three
CROSSCU
TTING
Laws of Motion
suggestions CONCEP
on choosing
your lesson strategy.
invention.
through
T
TOPIC AND LESSON

MATERIALS NEEDED PER GROUP

p4 power (1)
i5 slide dimmer (1)
o25 DC motor (1)

LES

Systems and
System
Models

GETTING READY

BITS

ENERGY FROM
POTHO

• Optional: Decorating materials (stickers,
glitter, pipe cleaners etc.)

ACCESSORIES

a1 battery and cable (1)
a24 wheel (1)
a30 mounting board (1)

Topic: Forces
and
Motion,
Lesson 3: Newto
Laws of Motion nʼs

For the open pathway, students will have access
to all of the Bits and accessories in their kit.

OVERVIEW

LESSON OBJECTI

VES

Students will:
• Follow the littleBit
s
an invention that Invention Cycle to build
demonstrates one
Newton’s Three
Laws of Motion of
.
• Present their
invention to the
class.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY

TIME (45 MIN)

• Explore (10
min)
1
• Build (25 min)
• Reflect (5 min)

STEM INVENTIO

N MATERIAL
S

• 1 Small ball
(like a marble)
• Stop watch
(on tablet or smartp
hone)
• Ruler
• Recommende
d, but
bands, binder clips, optional: twist ties, rubber
tape, recycle
scissors, paper
clips, toothpicks, d paper,
books, rulers
PRIOR TO
THE CHALLENGE

• Each studen
t group will need
ample desk
and floor space
for building and
testing
their inventions.
Consider your classro
arrangement and
om
move furniture as
or make arrang
needed
ements for using
a different
room.
FACILITATOR

TIPS

• Once studen
ts start building
their inventions,
they might not want
to stop! Provide
occasional time
checks to help studen
manage their time.
ts
• Group Work:
You may
MATERIALS NEEDED
PER GROUP
to “Designate Jobs” find it helpful
BITS
each student's responthat clearly state
ACCESSORIES
p4 power (1)
participation. Possibl sibilities to equalize
a1
battery
e
roles
i5 slide dimmer
& cable (1)
include:
(1)
• Group Leader
a24 wheels (2)
o25 DC motors
: Lead the group
(2)
in
designing and
a30 mounting board
w1 wire (1)
prototyping their
(1)
invention
a31 battery clip
• Builder: Assem
(1)
bly + care
For the open pathwa
• Materials Technic
y, students will have
ian:
to all of the Bits
materials + facilita Gather Bits +
access
and accessories
te set-up/take-do
in their kit.
wn
• Illustrator: Draw
illustrations of the
design
+ take notes
• See the “Guide
d or Open? You
Know
Your Classroom
Best!” section below
suggestions on
choosing your lesson for
strategy.
GETTING READY

activities further
energize STEM/
STEAM innovation
and inventiveness.

1

u Engineer It! Maker Crates
Students channel “inventor”
creativity with materials that support
the Engineering/Design standards.
Each kit includes plenty of reusable
materials for ongoing innovation,
iteration, and design improvement.
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Literacy and Math Integration
California Elevate Science conveniently provides
standards connections to ELA, ELD, and Math.
Phenomena Readers

Phenomena Readers

Fossil
Evidence

Learn About

Fossil
Evidence

Jessica Rose

Jessica Rose

On Level

PSc_G3_NA7_Ph_OL_9781486922192.indd 1

2018-02-09 10:02 AM

Below Level

PSc_G3_NA7_Ph_BL_9781486922185.indd 1

2018-02-09 12:37 PM

Phenomena Readers

All About

Fossil
Evidence

Fossil
Evidence

Catherine Little

Jessica Rose

STEM Reader

Above Level

PSc_G3_NA7_Ph_AL_9781486922208.indd 1

2018-02-09 9:33 AM

PSc_G3_NA7_ER_9781486923274.indd 1

Every Topic
Features
Engineering
and Design
2018-03-14 10:55 AM

Leveled Phenomena and STEM Engineering Readers
• Three

levels per science topic
• Topic STEM Engineering Reader builds Engineering
and Design Skills.
• 
Available digitally on Pearson Realize™ with audio
20
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Literacy Connection Mini-Lessons

Literacy Connection

Use Evidence from Text



• Introduces

GAME

Practice what you
learn with the Mini
Games.

Evidence is a clue that can be observed. It helps
you explain things. You can collect clues and use
the information to form new ideas. Here is how to
use evidence from text:
• Find the main idea of the text.
• Underline or circle specific facts.
• Ask if the facts support the main idea.

•

Key Literacy Skills and Strategies
while working within the Investigative
Phenomenon
Downloadable from PearsonRealize.com

Read this paragraph. Look for evidence
from the text.

A Wall of Bones
Dinosaur National Monument, Utah,
has a rocky pit with more than 1,500
dinosaur bones. Visitors can touch
dinosaur bones exactly where a river
dropped them nearly 150 million years
ago. Scientists chipped away some of the rock,
leaving the bones in the stone. They uncovered
bones from more than 400 individual dinosaurs,
including allosaurs, diplodocuses, and
stegosauruses. These bones make up a wall
almost 46 meters long. This wall is a one-of-akind display.

Visual Literacy Connection

Sample answer:
When you visit
Dinosaur National
Monument, you
can touch real

Visual Literacy Connections

dinosaur bones.

a Use Evidence from Text
doesPOINT
 CHECK
How
Underline three facts in the passage that are

• Presents

fossil form?

evidence that Dinosaur National Monument was
home to many dinosaurs. Use one of these facts to
3
write a caption for2 this photo.

4

Minerals enter the mold and
harden over many years. This
forms a cast fossil. Over time,

layers form rock.
Literacy Connection these
191

1

ELS20_SE03_CA_T05_UCON_LC.indd 191

21/01/18 9:55 am

5

After millions
of years, rock
layers wear
down and fossils
get closer to
Earth's surface.

A fish dies in the
ocean. Its body sinks
to the ocean floor.

The fish's body is quickly
covered with layers of mud
or sand on the ocean floor.

Water flows through the rock
and dissolves the remains of
the fish. The empty space left
behind is a fossil mold.

!

Some fossils are found whole and some fossils are
found in parts. Why do you think that happens?

Sample answer: I think that fossils
could break apart when the land
changes.

54
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a visual respresentation of
difficult science topics
• Provides a method for students to
record their understanding
• Creates a quick study support for
students
• Serves as a Formative assessment
tool for teachers
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Math Connections and Toolboxes
• Seamlessly

integrates math skills
and strategies into the Investigative
Phenomenon
• Quick practice problems build skills and
strategies connected to science content.
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Assessment
California Elevate Science is rich with assessment opportunities to
improve learning, ensure success on the CAST, and inform teaching.

Examples of Assessments Found in California Elevate Science
Diagnostic
Entry Level
• Readiness
•

Formative
Scaffolded Question Probes
• Checkpoint Questions
• Lesson Checks
• Lesson Quizzes
• Topic Reviews
• uInvestigate Labs
•

Summative
Topic Tests
• Evidence-Based Assessments
• Benchmark Assessments
• End-of-Year Assessments
•

Performance Tasks
•
•
•
•
•

Instructional Segment Assessments
uDemonstrate Labs
uEngineer It! STEM Labs
Virtual Labs
Quests

Formative Assessment
• 
Probes

students’ prior knowledge
before beginning a topic

• 
Questions

increase in difficulty
and complexity.

•

22
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Includes
a depth of knowledge
(DOK) level

Demonstrate

Evidence-Based
Assessments
•

 Evidence-Based Assessment

 cenario-based,
S
multi-component task

3. SEP Analyze Data Which statements can be supported by
the data in the diagram? Select all that apply.
 The animals in layer V were the first to live in this place.
All of the sea fossils formed at about the same time.
 The environment probably changed sometime between
layer X and layer Z.

Z

The area was once dry land and then it later became an
ocean.

Y

• 
Simultaneously

assess
multiple practices
conceptual
understanding of the
topic’s science ideas

3-LS4-1, 3-LS4-3

Look at the diagram of the fossil bed, and then answer
questions 1–5.

X

4. SEP Construct Explanations What might explain why no
fossils are in layer Y?

Sample answer: None of the organisms that lived

W

• 
Demonstrate

in that place at that time formed fossils.
5. SEP Interpret Data In which layer would you expect to
find a fossil of a tree?

V

A. layer V
B. layer W

1. CCC Patterns Describe how the environment changed in
this location.

C. layer X

Sample answer: The area was once an ocean.

D. layer Y

Then it became dry land.

E. layer Z

2. SEP Use Evidence Describe the evidence that supports
your answer to question 1.

Sample answer: Fossils of sea animals are in the
layer below the fossils of land animals.

74
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Online and Digital Assessments
• 
Assessments aligned to the Performance
Expectations through the SEPs, DCIs,
and CCCs
• 
Performance-based

assessments are
included for each topic.
•

 xamView® provides
E
full customization and
modification of needed
assessments.
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Performance-Based Assessment

u Demonstrate Labs
• Provides

new scenarios and challenges to help
students show what they know
• 
Integrates all dimensions of the Performance
Expectations
• 
Investigate

by building and observing models,
designing and engineering solutions

• 
Rubrics

are included online to guide and
assess students’ work.

Instructional Segment Assessments
• 
Students conduct an investigation
and analyze data.
• 
Assess

students’ mastery of the three
dimensions of a Performance Expectation

• 
Evaluation

24

Rubrics are included online.

CALIFORNIA ELEVATE SCIENCE

Demonstrate Understanding

Virtual Labs
• 
Quick, accessible, efficient digital
investigations
• 
Open-ended

with multiple simulations
• 
Assesses all dimensions of the
Performance Expectation
3-5-ETS1-1

Model



VIDEO

Watch a video
about how
scientists use x-rays
to study fossils.

Rebuilding Dinosaurs
Phenomenon Everyone would like to see what the body of a fossil
organism really looked like. It is rare to find a fossil that shows a whole
body. Only a few bones or trace fossils might be found. Even with a
complete fossil, many characteristics of the fossil organisms will not be
known. For example, we know a lot about dinosaurs. But fossils do not
give clues to what color most kinds of dinosaurs were.
Computer engineers can help. They write programs that can infer 3-D
models from incomplete fossils. They use computer-aided design, or
CAD. The CAD program produces a possible model of what an organism
looked like. Then a 3-D printer makes the model in layers of plastic.
CCC Influence of Engineering, Technology, and Science How could
you build a model from the smaller
fossilized parts of an organism?
Discuss your ideas with a partner.

70

STEM u Engineer It
Focuses on the nature of Science and
Engineering Standards, where students
apply the topic knowledge to an
engineering challenge or problem

Topic 5 Fossil Evidence
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Quests
• 
Check-in tasks separately
assess student proficiency
in individual dimensions.
• 
Quest

Findings determine
students’ ability to integrate
the 3-dimensions in a
specific context.

Written in Sto ne



VIDEO

Watch a video
about fossils.

What can you find out from fossils?

Figure It Out Hello there! I am Tanya Hayden,

paleontologist and fossil hunter. My team
has collected fossils from different digs.
Unfortunately, the labels got mixed up. I need
your help to figure out where the fossils

Check-In Lab

came from.

Like a paleontologist, you will look at each fossil.
Then you will use what you know about fossils
to decide where each one came from.

Lesson 2

Check-In
Lesson 2

Follow this path to learn how you will complete
the Quest. The Quest activities will help you
complete the Quest successfully. Check off your
progress on the path when you complete an
activity with a QUEST CHECK OFF . Go online for

Compare fossils to
similar organisms
that live today.

Use what you have
learned to match
fossils to possible
dig sites.

more Quest activities.

Findings

Check-In

Use the evidence you
collected to make
a hypothesis about
where fossils
come from.

Lesson 1
Gather clues from
fossils.
CA Next Generation Science Standards
3-LS4-1 Analyze and interpret data
from fossils to provide evidence
of the
organisms
48 Topic
and the
2 environments
Changes inin Matter
which they lived long ago.

Quest PBL
ELS20_SE03_CA_ELV_T05_QPBA.indd
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Survival of
Individuals
Differentiation Support

3-LS4-2, 3-LS4-3

ENGAGE

California Elevate Science provides point-of-use resources to
Objective
Students
will of
relate
the characteristics
support teachers and the
diverse
needs
California
students.

#1

val
Lesson
of Individuals
Lesson 1
Visual Literacy Connection

ction

SurvivalIT of
CONNECT

of a plant or animal to how well it can survive.

Sierran treefrogs
areas of northern

Lesson
Lesson #1

Literacy Skill
Title_Lesson
Survival
of Individuals
Cause and Effect

Vocabulary
How do living things
Individuals
adaptation
All living things have characteristics
that help
adapt
to
survive?
them survive in their habitats. If a living thing
3-LS4-2, 3-LS4-3

CONNECT IT

All living things have characteristics that help
Connect
It activities open discussions
them survive in their habitats. If a living thing
can survive, itthe
will beEveryday
able to reproduce.Phenomenon
What
around
and
characteristics might help the frog live long
set
the
stage for hands-on explorations
enough
to reproduce?
Living things have adaptations to help them stay alive,
Academic Vocabulary Sample
answer:
eyes to find food and
within the lesson.
or survive.
An
adaptationitiswill
a traitbe
thatable
helps an
can
survive,
to reproduce. What
ENGAGE

ty, instruct
hat plant
number

plant as a
ical traits
visuals
same
students
hare what
ts may
are
found
o, or on

survive
live Sierran
long
treefrogs are found in
adaptation
areas of northern California.

organism survive, find mates, or reproduce.
characteristics
might
help
the frog
Objective Students will
relate the
characteristics
of a plant or animal to how well it can survive.

enough to reproduce?
Literacy Skill

see predators, long legs for jumping

from danger, green color to blend in

Sample
answer: eyes tofewerfind food and
Cause and
fewerEffect

CONNECT IT

arms

flowers

see predators, long legs for jumping
Vocabulary
adaptation

in
n California.

Everyday Phenomenon Have students read

Academic Vocabulary
from
danger, green color
to blend
in in habitats. Ask volunteers to
about
living things
survive

explain how living things survive.

adaptation
more
arms

more
flowers

CONNECT IT

Everyday Phenomenon Have students read
about living things in habitats. Ask volunteers to
explain how living things survive.

stion
ther to
tations.
is shown
n the
students
s how
date their

12
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ELD Support

Special Education

Write a simple definition of survive and adaptation on
flashcards and review both terms before students complete
the activity. Have students use the flashcards as they complete
the activity.

Below Level
WithCA
students,
a Venn diagram,
similarities
Next make
Generation
Science listing
Standards
and and
differences
between
the two cacti.Practices
Then have students draw a
Science
and Engineering
conclusion based on the Venn diagram as to which cactus will
3-LS4-2 Use evidence to construct an explanation for how
produce
more offspring.
the variations
in characteristics among individuals of the same

/116/PE03527/ELVSCI_Elementary/NA/SE/ELVSCI_Elementary/G3/XXXXXXXXXX/Layout/Inter ...

ELD.PII.3.7

Reading Use the “Connect It” paragraph, image of the frog,
and the clauses below to help English Language Learners and
Non-Standard English Speakers condense clauses in a variety
of ways.
Emerging Have students condense the following clauses to
describe the frog: It’s neon. It’s green.

CA Next Generation Science Standards and
Expanding Have students condense the following clauses
Science andabout
Engineering
Practices
different animal patterns
to create a detailed sentence:

species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates,

Advanced
and reproducing.

They have patterns. They are spots, stripes, or patches.

3-LS4-2
Use evidence to construct an explanation for how
Have students think of other individual plants or animals
of a
3-LS4-3 Construct an argument with evidence that in a
Have students
condense
the following
about
the
variations Bridging
in characteristics
among
individuals
of clauses
the same
species
that have
different
adaptations
to better
their
chances
particular
habitat
some organisms
can survive
well,
some
animals to develop a detailed and precise sentence: They
of survival.
students
to develop
flow charts
those
survive Ask
less well,
and some
cannot survive
at all.to show
species
may provide
advantages
in
surviving,
finding
mates,
have patterns. They are colorful. They are able to hide from
adaptations and how they help with survival.
SEP.6 Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions
and
Use evidence (e.g., observations, patterns) to construct an
explanation.

val

reproducing.
predators.

3-LS4-3 Construct an argument with evidence that in a
habitat some organisms can survive well, some
survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

SEP.7 Engaging in Argument from Evidence Construct an
particular
argument with evidence, data, and/or a model.

Differentiated Support
assist students
IS3-10ways
Topic 4to
Adaptations
and Survival with diverse needs.

aptations andsuggests
Survival
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SEP.6 Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions
Use evidence (e.g., observations, patterns) to construct an
explanation.
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SEP.7 Engaging in Argument from Evidence Construct an
argument with evidence, data, and/or a model.
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Reading
and the c
Non-Stan
of ways.

Emergin
describe

Expandin
about dif
They hav

Bridging
animals t
have patt
predator

Understanding the Science Practice

argument.

cactus,
ask them
towas
thinkcovered
about the physical traits
ive the cold.
My finger
that

more petroleum jelly they put on their finger,
the warmer it will stay when dunked in a cup of
fewer
ice water.
arms

that the plant has. Tell students that the visuals
show examples
of how individuals
the same
argument
about how of
traveling
in a
Lesson 1 Survival of Individuals
11
species may have
differenthelps
traits.
Before
students
V-formation
birds
fly long
distances. Go online to the Lab Center to get an editable

complete the interactivity, ask them to share what
version of this lab.
they know about cactuses. Some students may
have seen these plants in person, in a zoo, or on
television.Materials Go online to download the master
material list, which also identifies kit materials.
ents need more direction on this lab, use the
more
rocedure.
arms
What to Expect Students should notice that
p with ice and water. Wait 5 minutes.
papers held closer to the fan (the front of group)
need
to bethe
held
tighter than those farther from
spoon to remove the
ice from
cup.
SEP Constructing Explanations Remind
SEP Asking
Questions
the wind
source. Scientists question
students that communication between scientists
finger19intheir
the cup.
Record your
ofur
Groups
investigations
andobservations.
question each other to
is important to the scientific community. No
f your finger.
Go onlineabout
to theplant
Lab Center
to get an editable
generate 
explanations
adaptations.
scientist truly works alone and comes to significant
version
ofon
this
lab.
Haveofstudents
ask jelly
questions
about
what is shown
very thick layer
petroleum
your
finger.
scientific conclusions based solely on his or
12 Topic 4 Adaptations and Survival
on the
Displayyour
these
questions on the
ur finger into
the visuals.
water. Record
observations.
her own investigations. Have students share
board. Refer back to the questions after students
their procedures with other students and talk
r towels ready
clean up spills
and for students
to how
havetocompleted
the interactivity.
Discuss
about how they formed explanations from the
troleum jelly
from their
at the
end of the
lab.
students
canfingers
use these
questions
to validate
their
evidence they gathered. Then have the class
nts wash their
hands.
scientific
knowledge of cactuses.
discuss how the pieces of evidence from different

collect
evidence to make an
m jelly felt warmer thanStudents
the other
finger.

/9/19 9:53 AM f-0324
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investigations led to similar understandings, or
Special Education
perhaps different understandings.
Write a simple definition of survive and adaptation on
flashcards and review both terms before students complete
SEP Engaging in Argument from Evidence
the activity. Have students use the flashcards as they complete
Guide students to see that developing and using
Lesson
1 Survival of Individuals IS3-11
the
activity.
Focus
on Mastery supports
a model allows them to make observations, form
explanations, and use the evidence and their
teachers
Below Levelin coaching and guiding
explanations to back up their arguments they
them
through
out the
With
students,
make afiguring
Venn diagram,
listing similarities and
make. Have students determine how the paper
differences
between the two cacti. Then have students draw a
phenomenon.
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models represent a flock of flying birds and allows
conclusion based on the Venn diagram as to which cactus will
them to construct explanations about how real
produce more offspring.
birds are able to fly so far.

Focu s on Master y!

t.

each
ur

s the

age 11 14/05/19 2:45 AM f-0309
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Lesson 2 Survival of Groups

IS3-19

Have students think of other individual plants or animals of a
species that have different adaptations to better their chances
of survival. Ask students to develop flow charts to show those
adaptations and how they help with survival.

IS3-12 Topic 4 Adaptations and Survival
/120/PE03527_MGS_TE/MGS/CA/TE/Science_Middle_Grades/Grade6/1418310581/Layout/Inte ...

ELS20_TE03_CA_ELV_T04_L1.indd Page 12 14/05/19 2:45 AM f-0309

/120/PE03527_MGS_TE/MGS/CA/TE/Science_Middle_Grades/Grade6/1418310581/L

Professional Development Videos
preview lessons, strategies,
and outcomes.
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California Print Resources and Kits
California Elevate Science offers an array of resources for
students to investigate phenomena, engineer solutions,
and demonstrate their understanding.
Grade

CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA

4

Student Edition
• Print and online interactive worktext

WHERE EXPLORATION IS THE HEART OF SCIENCE!

Using the cover phenomena

Sunlight reflects off the face of El Capitan.
What evidence can you find in the picture that
shows the effects of weathering and erosion?

•
•

Four Instructional Segments
Local California Phenomena

al
-dimension
Building three through interactions
ing
.
understand
phenomena
real-world
with local,

damage and injury
• How can we minimize
during a car crash?
our community for
• How can we prepare
an earthquake?
from fossil clues?
• What can we learn
inside the human body?
• How can we see what’s

www.pearsonrealize.com

INSTRUCTIONAL SEGMENT 1

SEGMENT 1

TEACHER EDITION

CALIFORNIA

Teacher Edition
Full lesson plans and instructional strategies
Integrated ELD Support Rubrics
Integrated Math and ELA standards

•
•
•

2

Phenomena Readers

All About

Living Things

Leveled Readers
•
•

and Their Environments

Phenomena Readers

Phenomena Readers

Living Things

Living Things

and Their Environments

Below, On, and Above Level
100% Informational Text
Jolene Kamstra

PSc_Ph_G3_FL5_AL_jul5JD.indd 1

Living Things and

Earth’s
Features

Their Environments

Properties
of Matter
Vicky Hopton

Sandy Szeto

Catherine Little
1

PSc_ER_G4_NA4_9781486923359.indd 1
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Learn About

and Their Environments

2017-08-18 5:29 PM

PSc_ER_G3_FL5_9781486923267.indd 1

CALIFORNIA ELEVATE SCIENCE

2017-08-18 5:14 PM

PSc_ER_G2_NA1_9781486923113.indd 1

2017-08-17 11:05 AM

Jolene Kamstra

2017-07-05 4:01 PM

PSc_Ph_G3_FL5_OL_jul5JD.indd 1

Jolene Kamstra

2017-07-05 3:52 PM

PSc_Ph_G3_FL5_BL_jul5JD.indd 1

2017-07-05 3:44 PM

STEM Engineering Readers
• Applies Science and Engineering Practices
• Develops critical thinking and literacy skills
• 
Engages students in real-world phenomena
• 
Supports close reading of complex text
• Requires students to compare and
synthesize information

Classroom Materials Kit
• Contains materials to implement the scaffolded labs
• Organized into Topic bags for easy set-up
• Refill kits available for quick and easy replacement

STEM

u Demonstrate

Lab Inquiry

30-Second

Lab Set Up!

uDemonstrate Activity Placemats
• 11” x 17” laminated mat
• Organizational tool for lab materials
• Includes activity directions and alternate leveled labs

Materials
safety goggles

bucket

ELS19_NA_ANC_05_T4_ActCard_UDEM_LABS.indd 2

water

squeezable plastic
water bottle with a
lid

tape

graduated beaker

stopwatch

10/6/17 6:49 PM

uEngineer It Maker Crates
• Kits span grade levels: K-2 and 3-5
• Contains reusable and consumable materials
• Crate organizes and manages materials
• Perfect for outfitting makerspaces

STEM Invention Toolbox
•
•
•

Contains programmable electronic modules
Enhances engineering and design experiences
Kits available for Grades 3-8

Also available:
Labware Kits
and Safety Kits
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California Digital Resources
The Pearson Realize™ digital learning platform is customizable for
teachers and students. Google for Education™ Premier Partnership
allows for sharing from Pearson Realize to Google Classroom™.
OpenEd provides access to thousands of resources
that can be shared directly with students. It’s as simple as:
Click. Teach. Learn.
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Digital Resources
• 
Realize

Reader™
Student eText

• 
Multilingual

• 
Spanish

• 
Assessments

Glossary

Student Edition

º Readiness
º Quizzes

• 
Interactivities

º
º
º
º
º
º
º
º

• 
Animations
• 
Games
• 
Videos
• 
Virtual
• 
Lab

Labs

Worksheets

• 
Quest

Checklists

• 
Enrichments
• 
School-to-Home

Topic Tests

• 
Teacher

Edition eText

• 
Teacher

Support

• 
Reading

Strategies

• 
Target

Reading Skills

• 
Test-Taking

Strategies

Benchmark
Performance-Based
End-of-topic
Three-Dimensional
Course Level
Rubrics
ExamView®

Letters
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It’s the Science of Doing.

Learn more at PearsonSchool.com/CAScience

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SPANISH
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